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and residences he kept in touch with Paris; for the last twenty
years of his life he was a country gentleman, an active resident
squire, on French soil, in the Pays de Gex. He had an im-
mense correspondence with men of the European * republic
of letters ' and with statesmen, with kings even. He was
thrifty, wealthy, had investments and houses in several states,
and was the freest man in Europe.
Born in 1694 at Paris, of a prosperous legal family, educated
at the famous Jesuit school, the Lyc6e Louis le Grand, Voltaire
grew to manhood in the dissipated, free-thinking, mocking
society of the Regency. He became an elegant, if rather
dangerous, trifler, with a sharp tongue and a sharp pen. He
was twice sent to the Bastille, where he employed the leisure
of that commodious and not uncomfortable home in writing
plays. A caustic retort to the Due de Rohan procured him a
beating by the Due's lackeys; and a challenge to the Due to
fight a duel led only to his arrest and exile in England. This
was the beginning of Voltaire's very leisurely wanderings,
which provided him with homes and friends under so many
flags. He became, the lordly Saint-Simon said, " a kind of
personage in the republic of letters and even a kind of important
in certain circles."
Voltaire was nearly three years (1726-29) in England, where
he wrote plays and poems, knew Pope, Congreve, Bolingbroke,
and other wits, and made a good deal of money. He gathered
materials for a series of letters on the English, admiring de-
scriptions of English life, really attacks upon French institutions,
upon the despotic and interfering system of government which
he abhorred; and he wrote the life of Charles XII of Sweden,
about whom, by reading, and by talking with statesmen like
Bolingbroke, he collected an extraordinary amount of valuable
information.
For the next three years he was in France, in incessant
literary activity. He always had many works on hand, but the
great thing at the present moment was the publication (1731)
of UHistoire de Charles XII. His Lettres philosophiques sur les
Anglais, however, published in 1734, was seized by the French

